Directions to Park Avenue Rochester

Address: 31 Rochester Drive, Singapore 138 637
Tel: +65 6808 8600

By Public transport

1. Take the Mass Rapid Transit (MRT) via the East-West Line (green Line) to EW21 Buona Vista MRT Station.
2. Once you exit from the station, walk towards Buona Vista Road and pass by the Ministry of Education headquarters.
3. Park Avenue Rochester is located diagonally opposite the Ministry of Education headquarters.

By Taxi / Drive

1. From your destination, take the Ayer Rajah Expressway (AYE) and exit from North Buona Vista Road.
2. After passing by Fairfield Methodist School, Anglo Chinese Junior College and Dover Close East, turn left into Rochester Drive.
3. Immediately make a right turn into the hotel lobby drive through or car park.